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Abstract—Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) has become the standard choice for live events and on-demand video services. In fact, by performing bitrate adaptation at the client side, DASH operates to deliver the highest possible Quality of Experience (QoE) under given network conditions. In cellular networks, in particular, video streaming services are affected by mobility and cell load variation. In this context, DASH video clients continually adapt the streaming quality to cope with channel variability. However, since they operate in a greedy manner, adaptive video clients can overload cellular network resources, degrading the QoE of other users and suffer persistent bitrate oscillations.

In this paper, we tackle this problem using a new eNB scheduler, named Shadow-Enforcer, which ensures minimal number of quality switches as well as efficient and fair utilization of network resources. Our scheduler works well under dynamic scenarios and mobility, and requires minimal information, i.e., just the set of video bitrates supported by DASH video clients. It consists of the cascade of a virtual scheduler, Shadow, and the actual scheduler, Enforcer, piloted by the virtual one. Extensive simulations demonstrate the efficiency, fairness and the smooth response to channel variations of the proposed solution.

Index Terms—DASH video streaming, quality of experience, cellular networks, fairness, scheduling

I. INTRODUCTION

According to recent statistics, video streaming dominates today’s traffic share and is expected to reach 90% by 2020 [1]. Since a large part of such multimedia traffic is served to wireless devices such as smartphones, tablets and laptops over cellular networks, mobile operators have been forced to deliberate on their current resource management solutions. In fact, while in recent years significant progress has been made towards increasing the capacity of cellular networks, users’ Quality of Experience (QoE) – which is key in multimedia service provisioning – has in turn become a challenging and prominent issue in mobile networks, and extensive studies are being carried out on how to achieve better user QoE.

To efficiently trade-off network performance and QoE, researchers are exploring HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) enabled architectures [2]–[5]. In fact, Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) has become the standard choice for live streaming events and on-demand streaming services, including those provided by contents providers such as Amazon, YouTube and Netflix. In a typical DASH system, the video file is encoded at different bitrates called representations. Each representation is split into video segments of equal duration. The video is then stored on a web server and streamed to the client via a series of HTTP requests. DASH does not include specifications on how the bitrate adaptation should be performed, rather, it delegates this task to the client.

However, as a matter of fact, DASH clients are designed to perform video streaming at the highest possible QoE while being aware of network congestion.

Current cellular networks incorporate radio resource management techniques which are conceived to meet the QoE requirements of traditional single-rate video streams and elastic data flows [6]. On the other hand, adaptive streams have multiple possible QoE requirements. Furthermore, they are greedy because the client always seeks to download the maximum number of segments at the highest quality possible. Thus, the presence of adaptive video streams requires careful resource management in order to take into account such factors and avoid possible drawbacks, namely, (i) instability due to unnecessary switching of video bitrate (ii) unfair resources allocation to DASH traffic against other traffic types (iii) inefficient network utilization.

Researchers have explored different approaches to handle the above mentioned issues by developing cross-layer mechanisms to improve QoE of adaptive video streams. The authors of [7] propose a cross-layer scheme to optimize the total utility of all clients while maintaining stable video quality and supporting user and device-specific needs. AVIS presented in [8] is a cross-layer scheme that can separate resource management of adaptive video flows from that of regular video flows. While cross-layer schemes ensure good performance, they require coordination among the video server, the client and the eNB. But, due to various practical reasons, namely scalability and operator policies, such level of coordination is often not feasible in current cellular networks. Furthermore, differentiating regular and adaptive video sources is becoming difficult, because more-and-more video content providers are adopting strong encryption, which prevents the
usage of network monitoring techniques such as *deep packet inspection* [9]. In [10], the authors proposed a new scheduler called D-VIEWS, to enforce bitrate stability for each DASH flow in the networks. D-VIEWS performs well in static scenarios but in dynamic scenarios the scheduler tends to generate quality switches due to a reset mechanism employed to handle variations in resources utilization due to user arrival/departure and mobility. In fact, after every reset duration, the scheduler would run in the default mode, acquire target rates and then introduce a penalty. This periodic reset forces user’s target rate to adapt at each user arrival/departure, with the unintended consequence that all video streams would incur several quality switches due to the arrival/departure process.

**A. Our Contributions**

In this paper, we design the Shadow-Enforcer scheduler — a new scheduling scheme that effectively solves the major challenge of allocating radio resources to multiple adaptive video streaming while being fair to other traffic types. It is also capable of reducing the occurrences of quality switches compared to state of the art solutions. This mechanism contains two parts: (a) the Shadow scheduler which is a virtual scheduler, i.e., it allows us to keep track of the average user throughput that a standard fairness scheduler can achieve; the virtual scheduler covers the well-known class of $\alpha$-fair measures [11], (b) the Enforcer scheduler, used to perform the actual allocation of resource blocks (RBs) to active DASH users; it receives as input the target rate provided by the Shadow scheduler.

The main principles behind the design of our scheduler are:

1. **Minimal video switching rate:** the scheduler shall ensure that the average throughput of the users takes values only in the set of available DASH bitrates.
2. **Quick reaction in the event of arrivals/departures and mobility:** the scheduler shall be capable of reacting to changing network conditions, arrival/departure events and user mobility.
3. **Quick convergence to the optimal target bitrate:** the proposed scheduling algorithm should converges quickly to a stable solution.
4. **Practicality and stand-alone independent operation:** the proposed scheduler shall not require coordination of video client and eNB’s scheduler: as such, it shall be able to function with just information about the video bitrates supported by adaptive streams from different content providers.

**II. Motivation**

In this section, we describe the DASH standard and resource allocation schemes on LTE cellular networks.

**A. Adaptive Streaming Traffic**

Traditional non-adaptive streaming may suffer startup delays and buffering during the video session, which causes intolerable video freezing events on the users’ playout application. This is typically due to capacity outage, an event relatively common in wireless access channels. The first HTTP adaptive streaming solution was proposed by Move Networks in 2006 [12], [13]. Thereafter, it has garnered significant attention of the multimedia community through commercial solutions such as, Microsoft Silverlight Smooth Streaming (MSS), HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [14] by Apple and HTTP Adaptive Dynamic Streaming (HAS) [15] by Adobe Systems Inc.

Over time, DASH [16] has become the de-facto HAS solution of choice for content providers. This is due to the fact it attains efficient trade-off between smooth streaming and visual quality. In DASH, each video file is divided into multiple small segments and each segment is encoded into multiple quality levels. Based on the available capacity, the client dynamically chooses the quality level of the segment such that the visual quality is maximized at a low risk of depleting the playback buffer. This is done assessing current network conditions, e.g., the measured or estimated throughput or media playout buffer (play out buffer fill level). Based on this information, an adaptation engine chooses the appropriate bit-rate for the next segment. This strategy can ensure good video quality while avoiding playback interruptions.

The drawback of HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) protocols such as DASH is the potential instability in the presence of multiple video streaming flows. Such instability appears as persistent oscillation of the video bitrate. The root cause of the instability is the fact that each DASH source reacts myopically to variations in channel conditions generated by the presence of other clients who compete for same wireless resource. From an infrastructure point of view, this motivates us to design fair schedulers able to arbitrate multiple flows and induce adaptive rate throttling at the RAN level, while HAS flows are rate-limited in a stable manner.

**B. QoE Metrics**

The notion of QoE has emerged since the late 90s. It has gained significant attention because the de facto notion of quality at the time, e.g., the Quality of Service (QoS), was unable to fully express the performance of modern communication systems, which are increasingly complex. To quantify the users’ perception of the quality of video streaming applications, QoE metrics have been defined and used by industry and the scientific community. They are known as QoE Key Performance Indicators (KPI), i.e., user-based metrics capturing the user’s perception of a service. The following are a few popular KPIs used by adaptive video streaming:

1. **Average bitrate:** the average bitrate is the mean quality of the streamed video, and is denoted by the bitrate in bits per second (bps).
2. **Number of bitrate switching:** number of times the video quality has changed during its playback.
3. **Buffering ratio:** the ratio of the time the video player spends in stalling to the total play time (including the stalling time).
4. **Initial delay or Startup delay:** duration (measured in seconds) between the time that a user initiates a video session and the time that the media player starts playing video frame.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

LTE downlink transmission resources, through the use of OFDMA, cover both time and frequency. The frequency dimension is divided into sub-carriers, whereas the time dimension is divided into 10 ms radio frames. Each frame is further subdivided into ten 1 ms subframes, each of which is split into two 0.5 ms time slots. The smallest unit of resource which can be allocated to a user is referred to as the Resource Block (RB). In the remainder of the paper, we denote the set of resource blocks available with a tagged eNB as \( C \).

Without loss of generality, we consider two classes of traffic or service types: DASH traffic (\( D \)) and non-DASH traffic (\( E \)). Non-DASH traffic can consist of regular, i.e., non-adaptive video flows, elastic traffic, e.g., FTP transfers and real-time traffic, e.g., audio and video calls. We assume that an LTE downlink associated with a tagged eNB delivers traffic to mobile users belonging to both classes. As introduced before, with DASH, each video is divided into multiple segments, and each segment is encoded into multiple bitrates/resolutions at the server. Let \( \mathcal{L} = \{ l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_m \} \) denote the set of video bitrates supported by the DASH flows. Flows of class \( k \in \{ D, E \} \) arrive at a rate \( \lambda_k \) and have sizes that follow a given distribution function \( G_k (\cdot) \), with mean value \( \mu_k \). We denote \( \mathcal{N}_D \) and \( \mathcal{N}_E \) as the set of DASH and non-DASH traffic flows, respectively.

IV. SHADOW-ENFORCER SCHEDULER FOR DASH TRAFFIC

We recall that the primary objective of our scheduler is to assign resources in such a way so as to avoid DASH video quality oscillations. To achieve this, we use two schedulers in conjunction so as to obtain efficient, stable and fair resource allocation among users. The first scheduler, referred to as Shadow, computes the target rates for the DASH flows. Whereas, the second scheduler, referred to as Enforcer, is responsible for allocating RBs to the active users following the target rate provided by the first scheduler. Fig. 1 illustrates the whole Shadow-Enforcer scheme formed by the cascade of these two schedulers.

A. Shadow Scheduler

In this section, we present a technique to obtain the optimal target rate vector for all DASH flows. Let \( Z_i^c = \prod_{c \in \mathcal{C}_D} Z_{i,c} \) denote the collection of channel rate of user \( i \) across the resource block. Here, \( Z_{i,c} \) denotes the set of possible rates for user \( i \)'s channel on resource block \( c \), and \( C_D \) denotes the set of resource blocks allocated to DASH flows. Then, the set of joint channel rates is given as \( Z = Z_1 \times Z_2 \times \cdots \times Z_n D \) and \( n_D \) is the number of DASH flows in the system. We remark that Shadow is a virtual scheduler, since the actual resource allocation is performed by the subsequent module, i.e., the Enforcer scheduler.

The Shadow scheduler is designed as a standard utility-based scheduler. We choose such a scheme because it can be easily integrated into existing eNBs with minimal modifications. The utility of each user \( i \in N_D \) is assumed to belong to the well-known class of fairness measures called \( \alpha \)-fairness [18]. Specifically, we have

\[
 u_i(r_i) = \begin{cases} 
 \log r_i & \text{if } \alpha_i = 1 \\
 \frac{r_i^{1-\alpha_i}}{1-\alpha_i} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( r_i \) is the long-term average throughput of user \( i \). We recall that \( \alpha \)-fairness is a general fairness measure that satisfies the four axioms from [11]. If \( \alpha_i = 1 \), \( \alpha \)-fairness becomes the well-known proportional fairness; when all \( \alpha_i \rightarrow \infty \), the measure becomes max-min fairness.

The scheduling decision variable \( a_i(c, z) \), under joint channel state \( z \), represents the fraction of frames where resource block \( c \) is allocated to user \( i \). The overall throughput \( r_i(a) \) of user \( i \) is the sum of its throughput over all the resource blocks, i.e.,

\[
 r_i(a) = \sum_{z \in Z} \sum_{c \in C_D} \pi(z) a_i(c, z) \cdot z_{i,c}
\]

where \( \pi(z) \) is the probability of occurrence of the joint channel state \( z \), \( z_{i,c} \) is the instantaneous channel capacity of user \( i \) on resource block \( c \) and vector \( a = (a_1, \ldots, a_{n_D}) \). Thus, the optimization problem of the utility-based scheduler is formulated as shown below:

\[
 P_1 : \max_{a} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} u_i(r_i)
\]

Subject to:

\[
 \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} a_i(c, z) \leq 1 \quad \forall c \in \mathcal{C}_D, \forall z \in Z
\]

\[
 a_i(c, z) \geq 0 \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_D, c \in \mathcal{C}_D, z \in Z
\]

In the above formulation, Inequalities (2) and (3) capture the scheduling constraint. It has been shown in [19]–[21] that the above optimization problem can be solved by an online algorithm as follows: the eNB obtains the instantaneous channel quality (CQI) for each user in every resource block in time slot \( t \). Then, it keeps track of the average throughput for each user \( i \), and allocates resource blocks to users as follows

\[
i^{*}_i(t) = \arg \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} u_i(r_i(t)) \cdot z_{i,c}(t)
\]

where \( z_{i,c} \) is the instantaneous capacity of user \( i \) on resource block \( c \) in time-slot \( t \). \( i^{*}_i(t) \) is the user allocated to resource block \( c \) at time slot \( t \), and \( r_i(t) \) is the average throughput of
user $i$ till time $t$. The value of the average rate $r_i(t)$ is updated as follows

$$r_i(t + 1) = (1 - \beta) \cdot r_i(t) + \beta \sum_{c \in C} z_{i,c}(t) \cdot \mathbb{I}_{I_i(t) = i}$$

where $\mathbb{I}_{I_i(t) = i}$ is the indicator function for the event that user $i$ is allocated resource block $c$ at time slot $t$ by the Shadow scheduler. Here, $\beta$ is the memory of the averaging filter. In this type of schedulers, $\beta$ can also be interpreted as the time-scale over which the scheduler aims to achieve the target for each DASH flow. Finally, the Shadow scheduler computes the target rates, for the DASH flows, from the average rate as below

$$\tau_i(t) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } r_i(t) = 0 \\ \max\{l_j \mid l_j \leq r_i(t), 1 \leq j \leq m\} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (4)

B. Enforcer Scheduler

The goal of the Enforcer scheduler is to allocate resource blocks of the eNB across a set of users streaming DASH flows. Specifically, it takes as input the target rate of each DASH flow provided by the virtual Shadow scheduler (refer to (4)). Since the Shadow scheduler runs continuously in the background, the target rate is updated in each time slot. This ensures that the whole system is reactive to user mobility and arrival/departure events. We recall that the shadow scheduler strives to attain fairness among DASH flows. The task of the Enforcer scheduler, conversely, is to reduce the average bitrate switch rate perceived by DASH users while maintaining high average bitrate allocated to different DASH flows.

Let $\tau_i$ be the target bitrate input to Enforcer. The goal of the Enforcer is to ensure that the average throughput of DASH flow $i$ matches $\tau_i$. This result can be achieved by solving the following optimization problem

$$P_2: \min_{a} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} (\gamma_i(a) - \bar{\gamma}_i)^2$$

Subject to:

$$\sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} a_i(c, z) \leq 1 \quad \forall c \in \mathcal{C}, \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}$$

$$a_i(c, z) \geq 0 \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, c \in \mathcal{C}, z \in \mathcal{Z}$$

where

$$\gamma_i(a) = \sum_{z \in \mathcal{Z}} \sum_{c \in \mathcal{C}_D} (\tau_i - \gamma_i(t) + \beta \sum_{c \in \mathcal{C}} z_{i,c}(t) \cdot \mathbb{I}_{I_i(t) = i})$$

Optimization problem $P_2$ can be solved by following the allocation policy

$$\bar{\gamma}_i(t) = \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} (\tau_i - \gamma_i(t) + \beta \sum_{c \in \mathcal{C}} z_{i,c}(t) \cdot \mathbb{I}_{I_i(t) = i})$$

where $\mathbb{I}_{I_i(t) = i}$ is the indicator function for the event that user $i$ is allocated resource block $c$ at time slot $t$ by the Enforcer.

Algorithm 1 Shadow-Enforcer scheduling policy

Input: set of DASH flows $\mathcal{N}_D$, set of DASH video bitrates $\{l_0 = 0\} \cup \{l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_m\}$

Output: User-resource block allocation for each time slot $t \geq 1$, i.e., $\{\bar{\gamma}_i(t), c \in \mathcal{C}\}$

1: for all $i \in \mathcal{N}_D$, initialize $\gamma_i(0) = 0$
2: for time slot $t \geq 0$
3: obtain $z(t) = \{z_{i,c}(t), c \in \mathcal{C}, i \in \mathcal{N}_D\}$ — the instantaneous channel capacity vector
4: $\tau_i(t) = \max\{l_j \mid l_j \leq r_i(t), 0 \leq j \leq m\}$, for all $i \in \mathcal{N}_D$
5: for each resource block $c \in \mathcal{C}$
6: if $\max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} (\bar{\gamma}_i(t) - \gamma_i(t)) < 0$
7: $\bar{\gamma}_i(t) = \arg \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} (\bar{\gamma}_i(t) - \gamma_i(t)) \cdot z_{i,c}(t)$
8: end if
9: $\bar{\gamma}_i(t) = \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} u_i(t) \cdot z_{i,c}(t)$
10: end for
11: for $i \in \mathcal{N}_D$
12: $r_i(t + 1) = (1 - \beta) \cdot r_i(t) + \beta \sum_{c \in \mathcal{C}} z_{i,c}(t) \cdot \mathbb{I}_{I_i(t) = i}$
13: $\tau_i(t + 1) = (1 - \beta) \cdot \tau_i(t) + \beta \sum_{c \in \mathcal{C}} \bar{\gamma}_i(t) \cdot \mathbb{I}_{I_i(t) = i}$
14: end for
15: end for

V. Resource Allocation for Heterogeneous Traffic

Let us consider the case when DASH and non-DASH traffic coexist, and share the resource blocks. In case of under-utilization of the resource blocks by the Shadow-Enforcer scheduler, we need a mechanism in place to allocate these unused resource blocks, opportunistically, to non-DASH users. The modified Shadow-Enforcer scheduling
Algorithm 2 Modified Shadow-Enforcer scheduling policy for DASH and non-DASH flows

Input: set of DASH flows \( \mathcal{N}_D \); set of DASH video bitrates \( \{ l_0 = 0 \} \cup \{ l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_m \} \); set of non-DASH flows \( \mathcal{N}_E \)

Output: User-resource block allocation for each time slot \( t \geq 1 \), i.e., \( \{ \tilde{r}_c(t), c \in C \} \)

1. let \( \mathcal{N} = \mathcal{N}_D \cup \mathcal{N}_E \); initialize \( r_i(0) = \gamma_i(0) = 0 \forall i \in \mathcal{N} \)
2. for time slot \( t \geq 0 \) do
3. obtain \( z(t) = \{ z_{i,c}(t), c \in C, i \in \mathcal{N} \} \) — the instantaneous channel capacity vector
4. for resource block \( c \in C \) do
5. \( i_c^*(t) = \arg \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}} u_i^{c}(r_i(t)) \cdot z_{i,c}(t) \)
6. if \( i_c^*(t) \in \mathcal{N}_E \) then
7. \( \tilde{r}_c(t) = i_c^*(t) \)
8. else
9. \( \tilde{r}_c(t) = \max \{ l_j \mid l_j \leq r_i(t), \ 0 \leq j \leq m \} \), for all \( i \in \mathcal{N}_D \)
10. if \( \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} (\tilde{r}_i(t) - \gamma_i(t)) \geq 0 \) then
11. \( \tilde{r}_c(t) = \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_D} (\tilde{r}_i(t) - \gamma_i(t)) \cdot z_{i,c}(t) \)
12. else
13. \( \tilde{r}_c(t) = \arg \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}_E} u_i^{c}(r_i(t)) \cdot z_{i,c}(t) \)
14. end if
15. end if
16. end for
17. for \( i \in \mathcal{N} \) do
18. \( r_i(t + 1) = (1 - \beta) \cdot r_i(t) + \beta \sum_{c \in C} z_{i,c}(t) \cdot \mathbb{I}_{\tilde{r}_c(t) = i} \)
19. \( \gamma_i(t + 1) = 0 \) or \( (1 - \beta) \cdot \gamma_i(t) + \beta \sum_{c \in C} z_{i,c}(t) \cdot \mathbb{I}_{\tilde{r}_c(t) = i} \)
20. end for
21. end for

policy for DASH and non-DASH traffic is presented as Algorithm 2.

In addition to the set of DASH flows \( \mathcal{N}_D \) and DASH video bitrates, Algo. 2 also receives as input the set of non-DASH flows \( \mathcal{N}_E \). For each resource block \( c \in C \), Algo. 2 first determines which user is to be allocated to resource block \( c \) as \( i_c^*(t) = \arg \max_{i \in \mathcal{N}} u_i^{c}(r_i(t)) \cdot z_{i,c}(t) \), where \( z_{i,c}(t) \) is the instantaneous capacity of user \( i \) on resource block \( c \) in time-slot \( t \). We note that the maximum is taken over the set of all users \( \mathcal{N} = \mathcal{N}_D \cup \mathcal{N}_E \). If \( i_c^*(t) \in \mathcal{N}_E \), no further action is required, and resource block \( c \) is allocated to user \( i_c^*(t) \) (Algo. 2 line no. 7). On the other hand, if \( i_c^*(t) \in \mathcal{N}_D \), then we first compute the target rate \( \tilde{r}_c(t) \) and enforce it (Algo. 2 line no. 9-11). However, if the average throughput of all the DASH flows is above their target rate, the RB is not allocated to DASH flows. Instead, Algo. 2 reallocates this RB to the non-DASH traffic (Algo. 2 line no. 13), in turn improving the system utilization.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

Extensive simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. For comparison, we have reported the performance of the Proportional Fairness scheduler (PF) [22]. The simulations are performed with a 3GPP-compliant LTE system-level simulator. The basic scenario is a LTE downlink with a single eNB and multiple users, including DASH flows and non-adaptive flows. We implemented DASH video streaming on top of the HTTP protocol as well as the adaptation algorithm in the clients.

The duration of the DASH flows was exponentially distributed with mean \( 1/\mu_D = 192 \) seconds. The set of available DASH bitrates is \( \mathcal{L} = \{0.2, 0.3, 0.48, 0.75, 1.2, 1.85, 2.85, 4.3, 5.3 \} \text{ Mbps} \). Furthermore, DASH users adapt their video bitrate according to a buffer-based strategy while non-adaptive users download a fixed file size following a general distribution. In all our simulations, we have chosen \( \beta \) as \( 10^{-4} \).

The system operates in a time-slotted fashion with a slot duration of \( 1 \text{ ms} \) and a simulation time horizon of \( 10^7 \text{ sec} \). We assume that users have independent Rayleigh fading channels. We consider two scenarios for the channel state: the homogeneous scenario, where users are statistically homogeneous and have three possible channel states, and the edge scenario, where users are either close to the eNB, i.e., high rate users, or are placed at the cell edge, i.e., low rate users.

B. Time Scheduling Scenario

In this set of experiments, we assume that users are assigned the whole set of resource blocks, i.e., all DASH flows share same frequency using a time-division multiplexing scheme.

1Based on the Media Presentation Description (MPD) file of videos in the YouTube platform
This simple scheme, applied in the homogeneous scenario, lets us isolate and study the response of the scheduler to channel variation. QoE performance is described in terms of switching rate and average streaming quality under both schedulers, namely Shadow-Enforcer and PF.

In our first experiment, DASH flows arrive to the network at a rate $\lambda = 0.1$ flows/sec. In Fig. 2 we have depicted the average throughput of Shadow and Enforcer schedulers, and the video quality in Mbps. The dynamics represents the performance experienced by a typical user, i.e., user 2 in our simulation: it is clear that Shadow-Enforcer succeeds in maintaining the average throughput close to a specific target rate belonging to the video quality set (blue line in Fig. 2). Multiple available DASH bitrate levels are reported as horizontal gray dotted lines. The red line represents the virtual throughput dynamics under Shadow. The target rate for Enforcer is obtained by choosing the max bitrate level accordingly, i.e., the closest grey dotted line below the red line. Note how, for any change of the virtual average throughput to the next bitrate level, the real average throughput follows and switches quickly to this target level.

Fig. 2 provides an intuition of how various events influence our scheduler. The vertical red dotted lines mark flow arrivals, while the vertical dotted green lines represent flow terminations. The video bitrate remains unchanged for most of the time, except in proximity of these events. Besides, when some DASH flow terminates, the average throughput of the tagged user, as well as its video quality, increases and quickly stabilizes to the next video bitrate. Under the PF scheduler (see Fig. 3), conversely, we observe frequent fluctuations of the video bitrate. The greedy policy of DASH clients, in fact, tends to set a playout bitrate not sustainable at the available throughput, causing oscillations in the video bitrate.

In Fig. 4, Shadow-Enforcer has been tested under increasing load conditions. In particular, we have measured the video quality switching rate as the ratio between the number of switches occurred and the total number of chunks transmitted. We observe that the switching rate is greatly reduced compared to PF, i.e., by $56 - 77.5\%$ overall. However, the average video quality only decreases by $3 - 10\%$. It is worth noting that, during this simulation, no stall occurred for any DASH user because the average rate of the shadow scheduler has always been higher than the lowest bitrate, i.e., $l_1 = 0.2$ Mbps.

Next, we have evaluated the stall time of Shadow-Enforcer. To do this, we raised the minimum bitrate to a relatively large value, i.e., $l_1 = 0.75$ Mbps. As shown in Fig. 5a, the stall time (orange) is higher compared to the PF scheduler (yellow). In fact, the basic Shadow-Enforcer chooses the highest bitrate below the reference throughput of the Shadow scheduler. Thus, it sets to $0$ the target rate whenever the average throughput falls below the lowest bitrate level. Overcoming this issue is simple: it is sufficient to set the average throughput of the Shadow scheduler as the target for Enforcer whenever it falls below the minimum bitrate $l_1$ (this variant is not reported in the pseudocode for ease of presentation). Fig. 5b repeats the test with this minimum-rate variant, and we note that the difference in stall time due to the two schedulers is almost indistinguishable.

To study the trade-off between efficiency and fairness, we use two metrics which are critical for network performance when multiple DASH users share the channel with other types of traffic. These metrics are important to evaluate the performance improvement that can be attained by any cellular resource allocation solution.
1) **Sum-Rate Efficiency**: it is measured by the sum of the rates delivered to the users of the network.

2) **Fairness**: we use Jain’s fairness index [17] to measure whether users are receiving a fair share of system resources. Let \( J_i = \frac{R_i}{\sum_i R_i} \), where \( R_i \) is the average throughput of user \( i \) if it was allocated the full transmission (depends on its channel state statistic), and \( r_i \) is the average rate allocated to user \( i \) (depends on the scheduling policy). The Jain’s fairness index is defined by

\[
J(\vec{J}) = \frac{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} J_i \right)^2}{n \sum_{i=1}^{n} J_i^2}
\]  

(6)

where \( n \) is the number of active users in the system.

Fig. 6 presents the total average throughput for different values of \( \lambda \). By design, the total throughput under Shadow-Enforcer scheduler is smaller that the one under PF. We will show in the next section that a modified version of Shadow-Enforcer outperforms PF in terms of channel utilization by allocating unused resource blocks to non-adaptive flows.

In order to compute the degree of fairness attained by our scheme, we have considered the edge scenario by adding a set of DASH edge users, having different arrival rate and channel statistics. The Jain’s fairness index under Shadow-Enforcer and PF is depicted in Fig 7, indicating that the Shadow-Enforcer scheduler provides fair resource allocation in presence of heterogeneous channel conditions across users.

Fig. 7: Jain’s index for the Shadow-Enforcer and PF schedulers for various traffic loads.

C. Time-Frequency Scheduling Scenario

Next, we assume that DASH users can be simultaneously allocated across multiple resource blocks, to exploit the capabilities of LTE to multiplex flows simultaneously in time and frequency. We assume that 25 RBs are available for DASH flows. Fig. 8 shows the results for a tagged DASH client; the user is the one requesting video with the longest duration. Despite this user experiencing several channel state variations, we observe that our scheme successfully prevents unnecessary video quality fluctuations by stabilizing the video bitrate (yellow line).

We also compare the average quality and average switching rate. The minimum rate \( I_1 \) is \( 1.2\, Mbps \) for this experiment. From Fig. 9, we observe that our scheduler outperforms PF by reducing the switching rate by 86.6%. However, this major improvement is attained with a moderate 8% reduction of the average quality.

Fig. 8: User 2 under Shadow-Enforcer scheduling; the vertical dotted red (green resp.) lines denote DASH flow arrivals (departures resp.); avgShadowTP — average throughput of the shadow scheduler; avgTP — average throughput of the user; 25 RBs and \( \lambda = 0.06 \)

Finally, the efficiency and fairness of the scheme are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 under multiple RBs allocation. As expected, Fig. 10 confirms that Shadow-Enforcer attains better channel utilization, since RBs unused by DASH flows are utilized to serve non-DASH ones. From Fig. 10, we can see that even in this scenario, the fairness achieved by our scheme is very close to that of the PF scheduler.
It would also be interesting to investigate the sensitivity of Shadow-Enforcer to various parameters such as set of peak video bitrates, number of users sharing network resources, and different video bitrate adaptation methods.

Fig. 10: Total average throughput under Shadow-Enforcer and PF schedulers, and 25 RBs.

Fig. 11: Jain’s index for the Shadow-Enforcer and PF schedulers; 25 RBs and 20 DASH users, in the edge scenario.

VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

In recent years, numerous researchers have designed schedulers for video streaming using cross-layer approaches. These schemes require coordination among the content provider, the client and cellular networks. However, due to various practical reasons such as scalability and the need for scheduler customization, such level of coordination is often infeasible. Motivated by this practical issue, we proposed Shadow-Enforcer, a scheduler capable of ensuring bitrate stability for DASH flows without modifying legacy video delivery mechanism and other network elements.

Shadow-Enforcer can also be used within the radio-access component of the upcoming 5G network, in which the slicing concept allows for flexible and dynamic service of diverse traffic types. Furthermore, by feeding information about the throughput of users back into the Radio-Access Network (RAN) multi-tenant cell slicing controller, we can ensure that the portion of slice unused by DASH flows can be redistributed to other slices, in turn, ensuring better utilization of the radio resources. Such a joint allocation has to be performed vertically (a PHY-MAC cross-layer approach) as well as horizontally through the RAN controller, in a dynamic manner.

As discussed in the numerical section, the performance obtained by our scheduler depends on the set of peak video bitrates available for the video streaming service. A natural question that arises is: how does the set of peak video bitrates impact QoE metrics, fairness and efficiency? It would also be interesting to investigate the sensitivity of Shadow-Enforcer to various parameters such as set of peak video bitrates, number of users sharing network resources, and different video bitrate adaptation methods.
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